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ABSTRACT. In this paper we shall prove a unique continuation theorem for

Schrödinger's operator, id/dt — A. This will be a consequence of "uniform

Sobolev inequalities" for operators which are the Schrödinger operator plus

lower order terms in x.

In this paper, we shall prove unique continuation theorems for solutions to certain

differential inequalities involving the Schrödinger operator on Rn+1,

Here, A denotes the Laplace operator on R". We shall show that, if n > 1, and

if u(x, t) satisfies certain global integrability conditions as well as a differential

inequality ¡(ijfe + A)u\ < \Vu\, where V(x,t) G L"+2/2(R"+1), then u must vanish

identically if it vanishes in a halfspace.

These results should be compared to similar results for the wave operator ob-

tained in [3]. As in that work, a key ingredient in the proof will be a restriction

theorem for the Fourier transform. For the Schrödinger operator, we will want to

make use of the following restriction lemma of Strichartz [5].

LEMMA 1. Let f(t¡,r) denote the (n + 1)-dimensional Fourier transform of

f(x,t). Then, if n > 1 and if p = 2(n + 2)/(n + 4), (i.e. p — p = n~+2> wnere P'

denotes the dual exponent), one has

a)       1/ f(cAn\2y{ix't]
\\Jr"

;í,iíi2)> di <Cl/||LP(Rn+I).
y'(R»+')

In order to state our main result, let us let L(D) denote an arbitrary constant

coefficient operator in x:

L(D) = (a,Vx)+b,

where a and b are complex. Then, if from now on, we let p and p' be the exponents

defined in the lemma, we shall prove the following 'uniform Sobolev inequality' for

the Schrödinger operator which generalizes a result of Strichartz [4] for the special

case where L(D) = 0.
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THEOREM  1.   If n > 1, then there exists a constant C, independent of L(D),

so that

d
(2) \u(x, Ilp'(R"+>)  - C i—+ A + L(D) } u(x,t]

LP(R" + ')

uGWp(Rn+1).

Here, the "Sobolev space," Wp, is defined to be the functions u(x,t) with the

property that [(^(1 +r2) + |£|2)û(£,r)]v € Lp(Rn+1). This of course insures that

the functions in the right-hand side of (2) are in Lp(Rn+1).

Next, we claim that an immediate corollary of the uniform inequalities (2) is the

following Carleman inequality valid for arbitrary A € R, u G Rn+1,

(3)
M(z,t),v) u(x,t)

Lp'(R"
<c ¿«•W.-iL + AWt;

Lp(R"

That (3) is a consequence of (2) just follows from the fact that given A G R,

u G Rn+1, there is an L(D) as above so that

ex{(x,t),u) Ld_ + A e-x((x,tM =i¿L + A + L{D).

Furthermore, since well-known arguments show that Carleman inequalities imply

unique continuation theorems, the following result is a corollary of (3). Since similar

proofs are given in [1], [3], we shall not give the proof of the corollary.

COROLLARY 1. Suppose that u(x,t) G Wp(Rn+1) and that u(x,t) satisfies the

differential inequality

/a \

< \V(x,t)u(x,t)\,— + A\u(x,t)

for some potential V G Ln+2/2(R"+1).  Then if u vanishes in some half space of

Rn+1, it follows that u vanishes identically.

Let us now turn to the proof of Theorem 1. We will need to make use of Lemma

1 and the following special case of (2) where L(D) = z, z G C.

LEMMA 2.   There is a constant C so that for all u G Wp and z G C,

'.d
Hx,t)\\LP'{Rn+1)   <C i— + A + z\ u(x,t\

lLP(R" + ')

Let us for now assume this result and show how it implies Theorem 1. First let

us note that elementary arguments (cf. [3]) reduce the proof of (2) to the special

cases where

L(D) = e-z— + iß,    e,ßeR.
axn

For simplicity, we shall also assume that e — 1 and ß = 0 since the same type of

arguments will handle the other cases. Consequently, we have reduced matters to

verifying the following "multiplier inequality:"

(4)
m,r)

T+\lÍ\2+ltn
<C\ fGif.

;>'
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Next, as in [3], since p < 2 < p', it follows easily from Littlewood-Paley theory

that (4) would follow if we could show that there is a constant C independent

of k G Z so that (4) holds whenever / G S? has the property that f(£,r) = 0,

when |f„| ^ [2~fc,2~fc+1]. To deal with such functions, we shall use the following

inequality which is a consequence of Lemma 2.

mr)
r + \i\2+i2-k

<C\\f\p,   feS*.

Therefore, if / is supported as above, we need only prove that

(5)
(2-*-£»)/(£, r)

(r + \^\2+iin)(T+m2 + i2-k)
<c\\f\\p.

It is now easy to finish the proof. In fact if one makes the change of variables to

parabolic coordinates, (£, r) —► (n, p) — (£, r+|£|2), it is easy to see that Strichartz's

restriction inequality implies that the left-hand side of (5) is dominated by

(2"fc-£„)/(£,r)   1V

L (p + iÇn)(P + i2-k)
dp.

But on the other hand, since we are assuming that /(£, r) = 0 unless |£n|  G

[2~fc, 2~k+1], it follows that the last expression is majorized by

i:

2~kdp

~^2k
p2 + 2

II/IIp = C?II/IIp.

which of course finishes the proof of (5).

Finally, to finish things, we must prove Lemma 2. As above, straightforward

arguments reduce things to the case where z is purely imaginary. Further, by

homogeneity, we can further reduce things to the case where z = i and so we need

only prove that

(6)
f(t,T)

T+\t\2+l
<C\\ iip-

Let S: f -* Sf(x,t) denote the operator in the left-hand side of (6). Then,

by taking a partial Fourier transform in r, it follows that if t G R is fixed and if

a(s) = f™ (t + i)-1e<rMr then

(7) Sf(x, t) = J°° (j b /(e, t - s)e^2elx^a(s)ds,

where / denotes the Fourier transforms in x. Note that a(s) is a bounded function.

Next, let us recall that

(8) [   g(i)eiaU{2eixM
Jr"

-n/2(l/p-l/p')i<C|s|   '      ""   -""||o|[lp(R"
í.p'(R")

To prove this inequality, one could first note that, by homogeneity, one can

always assume that s = 1.   Then, since e1^'    is a bounded L2(R") —> L2(R")
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and L1(Rn) —» L°°(Rra) multiplier, (8) follows from an application of the M. Riesz

interpolation theorem.

To finish, let us note that Minkowski's integral inequalities (7) and (8) imply

that for fixed t G R,

/OO r/    /(£,*-s)e^i>'«de
-oo \\JR"

/OO

ll/(^-s)IUp(R»)M-n/2(1/p-1/p')^
-oo

ds
Lp'(R")

Finally, since an easy computation shows that 1 — (1/p— 1/p') = n/2(l/p— 1/p'),

(6) follows from this last inequality if one now uses fractional integration in R.
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